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Below are updates for Eagle Point Elementary School and Windsor Elementary
School as we move through the phases of construction and grand openings!

Eagle Point Elementary School
October 28th update from Findorff Project Manager, Aaron Zutz

The Wisconsin fall colors are not the only thing turning red in DeForest.
The red nichiha panels have really taken off at Eagle Point. One of the
three penthouses is more than half way done. The north side parking lot
is being laid with blacktop, while the east side is getting started with curbs
and sidewalks. The art and kindergarten interiors have been started with
drywall, in addition to painting getting started.

More, including photos and what's coming up in the weeks ahead.
"Did you know?"
More than 90% of parking areas in the United States are
surfaced with asphalt pavement. One of the biggest
advantages for asphalt parking lots in the Northern United
States is that black surface helps to melt snow and ice
during the winter time. If you placed all of the asphalt used
in the United States for roads and parking lots in a single
location, it would cover the whole state of Wisconsin.

Windsor Elementary School
October 21st update from Findorff Project Manager, Sara Michalski

Bright colors have continued on site at Windsor. More nichiha panels have
been added around the gym, painting has started in the second resource
area, and the site has been finishing up the sidewalks and blacktops. The
lights have started to be installed along with the ceiling grid for the ceiling
tile.
More, including photos and what's coming up in the weeks ahead.
"Did you Know?"
Painting the walls certain colors can affect your mood
depending on the color. Purple is a rich and dramatic
color that is associated with creativity. Blue tends to be a
color that makes the mind feel calm or tranquil and is
associated with the most productivity being done. The color
yellow can make the mind feel enjoyment and happiness,
linked to making people feel energized and uplifted.

There is more on the
DASD Construction website

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
Feel free to ask a question or leave a comment. If you would like a direct
response, please leave your contact information.
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